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Àbstracf

This paper investigates the phenomenon of near-deat'h

experiences, the vivid visions of an after-death realm reported by

people who have come cl-ose to death. Though near-death visions are

first of a1I Sources of profound personaf transformation and

liberation from the fear of death, every individual who experiences

them also belongs to and acts within a society. It ís therefore

necessary to adopt a multifaceted approach to the study of

near-death experiences which seeks to understand not only how

near-death visíons transform the individual, but how the individual

then imparts some of that. transformative power to others by giving

meaning to death. Any study of near-death experiences must begin

by respecting the right of visionaries to believe in their

experiences. Respecting the right of visionaries to believe,

however, does not and should not entait accepting near-death

testimony as proof of life after death. Paul Tillich's theory of

religious symbolism provides a framework for understanding how

individuals are transformed in t.heir encounter wit.h the deeper

reality. Tillich's theological perspective is complemented by a

socío-cultural comparison of shamans and near-death visionaries

which reveals how they impart the power they gained in theír

visions to others in the community. Finally, the similarity

between near-death experíences and rites of passage suggests that

Lransformation, whether internal or external in society, involves a

defined set. of stages and accompanying symbolic forms which may in

part explain the striking similarities among near-death visions.



Introduction

Studying near-death experiences demands a multifaceted

approach. Though near-deat.h visions are first and foremost sources

of profound personal transformation and liberation from the fear of

death, every individual who experiences them also belongs to and

acts within society. It is therefore important to understand not

only how the encounter with a higher reality liberates the

individual, but also how near-death visionaries impart some of the

liberating power they have experienced to the people Ín the society

around them.

Any study of near-death experiences must begin by respecting

the right of visionaries to believe in the reality of their
experiences. Vísionaries have the right to believe their
experience is reaf precisely because the belíef in a higher order

of trut.h is liberating and transformative. Respecting the rÍght of
vj-sionaries to believe, however, does not and shourd not entail
accepting near-death testimony as proof of life after death.

Near-death researchers like Raymond Moody are more than willing to
respect the ríght of their subjects to believe, and cite the

transformative effects of near-death experíences in fending off
reductionist debunkers who would reduce near-death visions to mere

hall-ucinatory episodes of the dying brain.
Yet' though near-death researchers respect. the transformative

effects of near-deat.h visions, they do not. offer any framework for
underst.anding why near-death experíences are liberating in the

first place. This framework is provided by carol Zareski who,



drawing on the theology of PauI Tillich, explains that the

visionary is transformed by the power of a deeper reality which he

or she encounters through the symbols of near-death visions.

A cross-cultural comparison of American near-death vísionaries

complements Tillich's theological framework by revealing how

otherworld travelers impart some of the Iiberating power of their
personal encounter with a deeper reality to the people around them.

In particular, shamans and near-death visionaries gíve meaning to

death in theír societies by describing the afterworld in familiar,
concrete terms which connect earthly life with a continued

exístence in a higher reafm.

The similarity in progression between near-death experiences

and rites of passage as described by Arnold van Gennep suggests

that transformation, whether manifested in the context of inner

experience or in external society in such things as marriage

ritual-s, involves a defined set of stages and accompanying symbolic

forms whích may in part explaín the striking similarities amongr

near-death visions.

Finally, combinj-ng the perspectíves above creates a more

integrated understandi-ng of the interactions between individuals,
the society, and the higher reatity whose pohrer sustains and

reinvigorates them: the transforming por^¡er of the higher reality
is transmítted first through symbols to the individual vísionary

who then passes this power on in more dilute form to other people

through story or ritual which reenact the symbolic power of the

origínaI visionary episode.
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f. Respecting the Vísionary's Right to Believe

Raymond Moodyrs -Ljfe After Life (1975) was instrumental in
popularizing a widespread interest in near-death experiences. The

cover of the book characterizes Moody's work as "actual case

hístories which reveal there ís life after death. " In her foreword

to Moody's book, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross describes Moody as a

"genuine and honest investigator" whose findings agree wíth her own

research and wíth the findings "of other serious-mínded scientists,
scholars, and members of the clergy who have had the courage to
investigate in this new fierd of research in the hope of helpíng

t.hose who need to know, rather than to believe." (xii) By

íntroducing the phenomenon of near-death experiences as a ner^r field
of scientific research, Moody sought to defend the varidíty of
near-deat.h experiences to a skeptical American public.

Following the publication of LÍfe After Life, articles about

near-death experiences started appearing not onry on the pages of
the Nationar Enquirer and Good Housekeeping, but in respectable

scientific and medícar journals like the AmerÍcan Journal of
Psychiatry and the rlastings center Report. yet., the attempts of
Moody and his followers t.o investigate near-death experi-ences have

provoked widespread críticism from many scientists and doctors who

have sought to explaj-n near-death experiences as psychological or

chemical aberrations of the dyíng brain.

In t.heir defense, near-deat.h researchers claim to fotl-ow the

rules of scientific inquiry appropriate for the social- sciences,
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gathering and describing data (near-death accounts) and then

formulat.ing hypotheses to interpret and explain the phenomenon

under lnvestigation. Carol Zaleski observes that, "as in other

scientÍfic dísciplines, progress is being made toward more exact

description and more adequate theoretical models." (Zaleski, l-55)

Unlike many of the scientists who have challenged his work,

Moody thinks that near-death experiences are not reducible to

chemical events in the dying brain, arguüng instead that they may

actually reveal something about würat ll.e,s beyond death. At the

beginnÍng of Life After Llfe, f¡oo4$t ttaüe's: "I am not tryíng to
prove there is life af,t.er drs¿th. Non do I think that a rproof'of

this is presently poeslble.ú (5) On the other hand, Moody's

statement revcals htr c;t.l,ntê,nt that a proof of life after death may

be possible in thö fut.ure, and he implies that the accounts he has

collected are unusual and widespread enough to suggest the strong

possibilíty of a life beyond the grave: "411 I ask is for anyone

who disbelieves what he reads here to poke around a bit for
himself." (6) Though he states that his main purpose in writing
his book Ís to call attention to and increase public receptivity
toward near-death experj-ences, he sees himself at the same time as

involved in the task of collecting the kind of evidence which may

one day yield conclusive proof of life after death. (5)

Moody invented the term "near-death experience" to encompass

cases of revival from clinical death, instances where individuals
experienced life-threatening danger without being physically

injured, and secondhand reports of deathbed visions. He includes
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the latter two varietíes of experience ín hís defínition because

cases of the second and third types "are not different from, but

rather form a contj-nuum with, cases of the first type." (17)

Because he considers secondhand accounts l-ess trustworthy, and to

make his sample more manageable, however, Moody deals with only the

fírst tr¡ro types of near-death experience in his discussion of the

phenomenon. (17)

The fact that many of Moody's subjects actually underwent

clinical death serves to validate and lend credence to their
accounts: conìmon sense dictates that those people who have come

closest to actually beíng dead according to the medical definition
should also have experienced most fulIy and accurately what happens

when a person dies and does not come back. Nevertheless, Moody

hesitates to associate near-death accounts wíth death ítsetf
because death is defined in so many different ways.

I¡rlade Davisr ân anthropologist and ethnobotanist at Harvard

universíty, has illustrated in The serpent and the Raínbow, a book

he wrote about his investigation of Haitian zombis, that even the

constellation of symptoms doctors defíne as clinical death Ís not

necessarily a reliable indicator that a person has died. The

cl-assical signs of clinical death, notes Davis, include "cessation

of respiration and heartbeat, changes in the eye, insensibirity,
rigor mortis' Iand] pallor and discol-oration due to the settting of
the blood", and the tacit assumptj-on is that consciousness ceases

along with all these ot.her processes. (156)

What the phenomenon of Haitian zombis reveals, however, is
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that the cessation of bodíIy processes in clinical- death does not

necessarily cause the cessation of conscious artrareness. By

injecting into a person's bloodstream a poison derived from the

deadly puffer fÍsh, a Haitian medicine man can induce in his

íntended victim a state índistinguishable from clinical death which

can last as long as 24 hours whíle still allowíng the person to
recover completely from the effects of the poíson. (l-43) The most

remarkable trait of the zombi poison is that, while paralyzíng art
the vÍtal body processes, it does not lead to a state of
unconsciousness. Davis l-nvestigated in detail the case of Narcisse

who

was actually pronounced dead in a hospital by v'Iestern-traíned
physici-ans. More incredibly, from the known actions of the
toxins in the poison, and from his own testimony, there is
every reason to believe that he remaíned conscious for much ofthe time. He actually heard himself pronounced dead, was
aware of his sister's weeping, saw the sheet lifted over his
face. (1-65)

Narcisse was actualry taken to the cemetery and buried, only to be

hastily exhumed by his enemies, revíved, and committed to a life of
servitude on a plantation from which he later escaped.

The fact that Narcisse was conscious even though he appeared

cLinically dead suggests, of course, that his brain, if not the

rest of his body, continued to function at some minimal level.
Great advances in medical technology have led to more stringent
criterj-a whích emphasize the absence of electrical activíty in the

brain as measured by an electroencephalograph as the most rel-iable
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sign of death. However, as Zaleski points out: "as techniques are

refined for rescuing patients after brainwave cessation, the

definition of death wÍlI change, the threshold wilt be pushed back,

and some modern-day Lazaruses may find that, in medical terms¡ they

no longer qualify." (Zaleski, 161-)

Ultimatelyr the only way to determíne whether Narcisse was

realIy dead was to wait and see if he came back, and since he did/
he was in the strictest sense of the word not ever dead in the

fírst pIace. We can be sure a person is dead only if he or she

does not come back. Moody himself acknowledges that "it is
impossible at present to determíne exactly what the point of no

return is." (l-51) Nevertheless, even though none of his subjects

may have been dead i-n the strictest sense, Moody believes that
near-death experiences can reveal much about the human experience

of death:

Whatever the point of írretríevable death ís said to
be--whether in the past, present, or future--those with whom r
have talked have been much closer to it than have the vast
majoríty of theír fellow human beings. For this reason arone,
f am quite willing to listen to what they have to say.
(15L-r_52)

For Moody and his followers, near-death experiences are unique and

worthy of study because the people who report them have been

cl-osest to actual death and should therefore be the most informed

on what happens after death.

The greater part of Life After rife is in fact devot.ed to
t.rying to describe "what may happen...during the experj-ence of
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dying." (18) Moody's general approach is that of an investigator
who is trying to delineate an as yet unmapped realm of human

experience in order to prepare his readers for when they themselves

must pass on. ft makes the journey less frightening to know there

are certain landmarks one can expect to encounter along the way.

Moody was inspired to write Life After LÍfe after meeting

George Ritchie, a psychologist who told Moody of a near-death

experience he had in 1943 after almost dying of pneumonia. LÍfe
After Life treats only Amerícan accounts Moody collected after
meeting Ritchie in 1965, and Moody emphasj-zes: "what has amazed me

sínce the beginníng of my interest are the great similarities j-n

the reports, despite the fact that they come from people of highly
varied religious, social, and educational backgrounds." (l-5)

As Zaleski observes, for Moody and his colleagues, "the
unanimíty, cross-demographj-c invariance, and nonmythological

character of near-death reports" are features whích suggest that
near-death experiences are not products merely of "cul-tural
determination." (L-17) On the other hand, Moody, at l-east, takes

care t.o poÍnt. out that similaritÍes among accounts do not prove

life after deat.h: "if, as r^re have found to be the case, their
independent reports agree quite wellr w€ have the right to be

impressed by that fact, even though it does not constitute proof. "
(Moody in Zaleski, 156)

Towards describing what the dying person can expect t.o

experience during the transit.ion from life to death, Moody

constructs from the accounts he has collected a model- or "composite
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of the co¡nmon el-ements found in very many stories. " (23) Though

he emphasizes that this model "is not meant to be a representation

of any one person's experience", he also remarks that the absence

of common elements from a particular personts account does not

necessarily "imply that it did not happen to the person involved. "

(25) Such an absence may mean only that "this person did not tell
me that ít díd occur, or that it does not defínitely come out in
his account that he experienced it. " (251 The implication is that
though none of the subjects reported experiencing all of the

elements Moody has ídentífied, there is nevertheless a common core

experience that occurs at the border between life and death, of
which Moodyrs model provides a rough description. According to
Moody' then, a dying person should expect to experience somethíng

similar to the followíng:

A man is dying and, as he reaches the point of greatest
physical dístress, he hears himself pronounced dead by his
doctor. He begins to hear an uncomfortable noise, a loud
rínging or buzzj-ng, and at the same time feels himself moving
very rapídly through a long dark tunnel. After thís, he
suddenly fj-nds hímself outside of his own physical body, but
stíIl in the immediate physical environment, and he sees hj_s
own body from a distance, as though he is a spectator. He
watches the resuscitation attempt from this unusual vantage
point and is ín a state of emotíonal upheaval.

After a while, he collects hímself and becomes more
accustomed to hís odd condition. He notices that he still, has
a "bodyr " but one of a very different nature and with very
different powers from the physical body he has left behind.
soon other things begin to happen. others come to meet and to
help him. He grimpses the spirits of relatíves and friends
who have already died, and a loving, r^¡arm spirit of a kind he
has never encountered before--a being of light--appears before
him. This being asks him a question, nonverbarly, to make him
evaluate his life and helps him along by showing him a
panoramíc, instantaneous playback of the major events of his
rife. At some point he finds himself approaching some sort of
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barrier or border, apparently representing the limít between
earthly life and the next life. Yet, he fínds that he must go
back to the earth, that the tíme for his death has not yet
come. At this point he resists, for by now he ís taken up
with his experiences in the afterlife and does not want to
return. He ís overwhelmed by intense feelings of joy, 1ove,
and peace. Despíte his attitude, though, he somehow reunites
with his physical body and lives. (Moody | 21--221

fn the following pages, Moody gives examples of the conìmon

elements in hís model quoting accounts from the subjects he

interviewed. None of the accounts contairf all of the el-ements in

Moody's model, and the order in which the elements occurred varies

from case to case. The subjects also differ in their descriptions

of certaín elements so that the dark passage was described

alternately as "a cave, a welI, a trougth, an encl-osure, a tunnel, a

funnel, a vacuum, a void, a ser^rer, a val-ley, and a cylinder", (3L)

and the border or límít alternately as a fence, body of water, a

]Íne, a gray mist, and a door. (73) Moody, however, believes that
all these descríptions are of the same core experience, and he

concl-udes that though "people use different termínology here, it is
clear that they are all tryíng to express some one idea." (3f¡

One of the most striking and incredible elements in the

near-death accounts, according to Moody, is the encounter wj-th the

being of light. One man describes his encounter with the being of
1íght as follows:

I got up and walked ínto the hall to go get a drink, and it
was at that point, as they found out later, that my appendíx
ruptured. I became very weak, and I feIl down. I beqran to
feel a sort of drifting, a movement of my real- being in and
out of my body, and to hear beautiful music. I floated on
down the hall and out the door onto the screened-in porch.
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There, it almost seemed that clouds, a pink mist reall-y, began
to gather around me, and then I floated right straight on
through the screen, just as though it weren't there, and up
into thís pure crystal clear lightr ârì illuminating white
Iíght. It was beautiful and so brightr so radiant, but it
didn't hurt my eyes. It's not any kind of light you can
describe on earth. I didn't actually see a person in this
Iight, and yet it has a special identity, it definitely does.
Tt is a Iíqht of perfect understanding and perfect love.

The thought came to my mind, "Lovest thou me?' This was
not exactly in the form of a question, but I guess the
connotation of what the light saíd was, "If you do love me, go
back and complete what you began in your l-ife. " And all
during this time T felt as though I were surrounded by an
overwhelmíng love and compassíon. (63)

In evaluating the accounts that mention an encounter with a

being of light, Moody concludes that while the "descriptíon of the

being of light Ís utterly invariable, the identífication of the

being varies from indívidual to individual and seems to be largely

a function of the religious background, trainíng t or belíefs of the

person involved. " (59) He cítes a Chrj_stian who identífied the

beíng of light as ChrÍst, and a Jewísh man and. woman who referred

to the being as an angel. As in the case of the tunnel and border

phenomena, Moody treats the entity described as a "being of Iíght"
as an ultímately real manifestation that is not the product of a

particular cul-tura1 or religious worldview, though he admits that
the identity people ascríbe to the being of light may be culturally
determined.

zaleski disagrees with Moody, however, arguing that the being

of light ís very much a product of pluralístic American religious
culture and mythology:

rndeed, the being of light is no ress an imaginative form than
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the monk Edmundrs St. Nicholas decked out in his ceremonial
ínsignia; the vagueness of this term suits it to those who
might be embarrassed by lush religious symbolism. As such,
the being of light is just as culturally specific as the
saints and angels who populate the medíeval Christian other
world. (Zaleski, 1"27')

T¡rlhereas conformity to tradition validated medievaf visions of the

afterlÍfe, "modern readers might doubt the veracity of a narrative
fílted wj-th easily recognized conventions" because they "tend to
search for unprecedented elements, as if these Ì^¡ere the kernels of
truth masked by husks of borrowed formuLas. . . " (Zateski, B5) The

presence of traditional elements like angels and golden streets in
an American near-death vision of heaven would not vatidate the

account, but disparage it.
By treating the being of light as beyond the personal or

particularístic devices that people use to describe it, Moody also

fails to accomodate those people who feel they actualry met and

communicated wíth Moses or lTesus or Mohammed. Zaleski notes that
though thís approach "has the advantage of smoothing down the rough

edges of conflícting world-views, it disregards the testimony of
those who feel that their encounter wíth a specific religious
figure was a matter of direct intuítion rather than mere labeling. "

(1,27 )

Near-death researchers have only very recently begun to
ínvestigate near-death experiences cross-culturaIly, but even here

they tend to emphasize similarities and downplay the differences
between Amerícan accounts and those from other cultures. In their
articLe "Near-Death Experiences in lndia: A prelimínary Report,"
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Satwant Pasricha and Ian Stevenson identify several differences

between American and fndian near-death experiences ("NDE's"), but

deny that these differences prove "that the contents of NDEs aïe

nothing but expressions of culture-bound beliefs." (169)

One difference between the two cuLtures ís that, while both

rndians and Americans report the common element of beíng met by

others at the point of death, Amerícans are usually received by

deceased relatives or friends, while Indíans are received by

Yamdoots, the messengers of Yamraj, the Hindu god of the dead.

(1-69) Thd adrnit the possibílity that people from different
cultures míght have different experiences of death: "we shoul-d

remember, however, that if we survíve death and live ín an

after-death rearm, we shourd expect to find varíations in that
worId, just as we find them in the dífferent parts of the familiar
world of the livj-ng. " (169) They do not, however, accept these

differences as proof that the contents of near-death experiences

are determined purely by culture, pointing out that in both Indian

and American accounts, subjects report being met by others, a

procedure that would be entíreIy appropriate ín such a crisis.
(169)

rn emphasÍzing the sÍmilarities between accounts from

different cuLtures, Moody and hís forlowers unfortunately open

themselves up to a barrage of reductionist criticísm from

scientists and doctors who attempt to debunk near-death accounts by

attributing simílarities among accounts to common features of
neural- círcuítry. As Zaleski describes it, the near-death
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opponents and debunkers of the scientific community wield a

devestating "nothing but" which would reduce near-death experiences

to simple hallucinatory epísodes arising from chemical anamolies in
a dying, traumatized brain. The danger of such an approach is not

that it connects near-death experíences with chemicat events in the

brain, but that it considers the somatic, naturalistic explanation

as grounds for dismissing these experíences completely as the
products of traumatized or even slightly deranged indivíduals.
Hídden in such an extreme form of reductionism is a value judgment

which near-death sympathizers struggle desperately to counteract.

Ronald Siegal' a neurologist and psychopharmacologi-st at the

university of california in Los Angeres, takes a reductionist
approach to near-death experiences in his argument that the

"universal elements and. themes" of near-death experiences confirmed

by cross-cultural studies "arise from common structures in the

brain and nervous system, common biological experíences, and conìmon

reactíons of the central nervous system to stimulation." (Siegal,

911) Near-death visíons, argues Siegal, are essentially no

different than drug-índuced hallucinations: arl the vísua1

elements associated with near-death experiences, such as the bright
light and the tunnelr are also unÍversal characteristics of drug

hallucínations. The bright right, for ínstance, results from

"stimulatíon of the central nervous system that mimics the effects
of 1íght on the retina." (923) The encounter with others, visions
of beautíful landscapes, and so on, are all memoríes conjured up by

the brain to prevent its own death from rack of sensory input.
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Ultimately, concludes Siegal,

when the Book of ,John tells us, "In my Father's house there
are many mansionsr " or when the Apache telIs us, "there are
many tents ín the camps of the dead, " there are probably no
more mansions and tents than there are ímages of those
structures in our own brains. (927)

Moody emphatically denies any connection between near-death

visions and hallucínations or dreams, arguj-ng that the people he

has interviewed speak of their experiences as events that actually
happened to them, rather than dreams or odd hal-tucínatíons: "They

almost invariably assure me in the course of their narratives that
their experiences were not dreams, but rather vrere defínitely,
emphatíca1Iy reaI." (1"76) rndeed, these differences are apparent

even in Siegal's comparison of accounts of drug hallucinations and

near-death visions, and Siegal- admits that the

phrases "Iike, " "as if, " and "it is as though" are
characteristic of hallucinatory reports in which individuals
do not perceive a reality to the images or in whích the images
are modified sufficiently so as to prevent conveníent
description. (924')

Thus, though Siegalrs comparatÍve approach "helps us to
recognize that there is no elite domain of human experience cut off
from the rest", his argument falls short for "treatÍng as cause

what is at best analogy." (Zareski | 1,69t i.BO) Drug-induced

hallucínatíons as siegal descríbes them, dreams, and near-death

vísions are simílar in some respects, but differ markedly in how

people relate them to "normal" experíence ín the waking external
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$¡orld. Vüith the exception of lucid dreams, where the dreamer

realízes he or she is just dreaming, both the near-death visionary
and the dreamer jn the context of the dream see things, go places,

and interact with people as if these things r¡rere actual-l-y happening

to t.hem. For the dreamer in the process of dreaming, the normal

waking world ceases to exist and the dreamworld is the only world.

when t.he dreamer awakens, however, he or she rearizes that it was

"just a dreamr " and does not look upon t.he events in the dream as

ever havÍng taken place except in his or her own mínd.

In contrast, the near-death visionary in the context of the
vision does not forget. about his or her normar earthly life, and

upon returning to the normal world of the living sti1I regards the

experience in the land of the dead as actually having taken place.

Siegal's drug hallucinators, like the near-death visionary, remain

aware of the normal waking world under the influence of the drug.

Un1ike both the dreamers and the visj-onaries, however, the
hallucinators never speak of their visions as being real-, either
during the actual hallucinatory experience or upon later reflection
in a normal state of consciousness.

Thus, while Moody, in his attempt. to combat reductíonist
claims, tends to emphasÍze the discontinuity among near-death

experiences, dreams, and hallucínations, siegal's treatment

emphasizes the similarities between them. siegal's and Moody,s

observations are by no means j-rreconcilable, for the difference
between near-death experíences, dreams, and hallucinations is one

more of degree than type: near-death experiences are much like
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extremely vivid dreams which visionaries consíder to be actual

experiences Ín an otherworldty realm.

On the other hand, Moodyrs approach ís superior to Siegalrs

insofar as it respects the rights of individuals to belíeve in
their experiences rather than reducing them to "nothíng but"
hallucinations or the chemicaL death pangs of a dying brain. One

of the main reasons Moody and is colleagues refuse to dismiss

near-death reports as mere hal-lucinations or outright lies is the

profound transformation near-death visions bring about in the lives
of people who have experienced them.

Russel Noyes, a professor of psychiatry at the University of
rowa who has studied extensively the therapeutic effects of
near-death experiences, has found that life threatening

circumstances, even wíthout an accompanyÍng visionary epj-sode,

cause profound changes in how peopre view themselves and theír
relations to the world. Near brushes with death bring about a

rrpattern of favorable attítude changef' which includes:

(1) a reduced fear of deatht (2\ a sense of relative
invulnerabilíty; (3) a feeling of specía1 importance or
destiny; (4) a belÍef of having received the special favor of
God or fate; and (5) a strengthened belief ín continued
existence. (235)

rn emphasizing the transformative effects of near-d.eath

experiences as proof of their validíty, Moody and his colleagues

are following the principle of William James that we should respect

the right of mystics to believe in the reality of their experiences
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because mystics have the right to the liberating and transformative

effects that come about in their lives as a result of such a

belief. Thus, near-death visionaries should be allowed to believe

that they died and met a beíng of light because such a belief in a

"higher order of truthrr constitutes a gift "to our spírit by means

of which facts already objectívely before us falI into a neÌ^t

expressíveness and make a ner^¡ connection with our actíve life. "

(James, i-958, 324, 327)

Respecting the right of visionaries to believe in the reality
of their experíences does not and should not, however, entail
accepting near-death accounts as proof (or disproof) of life after
death. f'filliam \Tames observes of mystical states: "No authoríty
emanates from them which should make it a duty for those who stand

outside of them to accept theír revelatíons uncritically." (,James,

L958, 324)

Furthermore, as wit,h arguments for or against the existence of
God, it seems highly unlikely that attempts to either prove or

disprove life after death wíII yierd conclusive results; such

undertakings tend to revear much more about the beliefs of the

people who are arguing particular positions than about God and the

afterlífe. Siegal himself admíts that the "concept of life after
death is not líkely to rest ín peace wíth explanatíons such as

those proposed here. " (927, After trying to adjudicate between

near-death sympathizers and debunkers, Zaleski concludes in
exasperation that it "appears to be impossibre...to determine

objectively whether near-death reports are accurate or inaccurate
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depictions of the future lífe." (182¡ At least at this point, the

question of whet,her near-death experiences prove that life
continues beyond death must remaín unanswered and secondary.

To summarize this section, though near-death visionaries do

not actually die in the strictest sense of the word, they

nevertheless have the right to believe in the reality of theír
experÍences because of the liberating and transformative power this
belief exercises ín their Iives. Respectíng the vísionary's right
to believe, however, does not and should not entail accepting

near-death reports as either proof or disproof of life beyond the

grave. In respecting the right of near-death visionaries to
believe in the realíty of theír experiences, Moody and his
followers succeed in fending off reductionist debunkers who would

reduce near-death visions to mere hallucinatory episodes of the

dying brain. Unfortunately, in emphasizing the símilaríties among'

near-death accounts, near-death researchers make themselves more

vulnerable to the reductioníst arguments they are trying to combat

in the first p1ace.

If. Carol Zaleski: The Visionary and the Deeper Realíty

Carol Zaleski's book Otherworld Journeys: Accounts of
Near-Death Experience in MedÍeval and Modern TÍmes represents the

first attempt to date which analyzes near-death accounts within the

framework of the academic study of religion. Like Moody, she is
impressed by the similarities among near-death accounts, and
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devotes a large portion of her book to comparing and contrasting

medieval and modern near-death accounts. Like Moody, she also

supports a nonreductionist approach to analyzing near-death

visions. From her comparative analysis, however, she concludes,

unlike Moody, that all the symbols and elements in near-death

visions have their orígin in this world. At the same time,

near-death visions are not reducible to their culturally specific
contents because ít is these symbols which transmit the power of a

deeper reality to liberate and transform the individual who

encounters it from the fear of death.

Zaleski, a lecturer in religion at Harvard University,
j-ncludes near-death experiences within the much larger category of
ot.herworld journeys which encompasses descents to the underworld,

shamanic journeys, ascents to higher worlds, and. fantastic voyages

such as that of Ponce de León who goes in search of the Fountain of
Youth. (3-4) Tales of people journeying to other worlds can be

found in practÍcarly all cultures. Zaleski, however, does not

claim to build an interpretive theory of otherworld journeys based

on "detaired historical and cross-culturar study". (4) Rather,

she sets out to compare medievar and modern return-from-death

stories in order to "highlight features that are not otherwise

obvious, putting into sharper relief element.s that are culturally
specific and at the same time drawing attention to perenníaI

aspects of otherworld journey narration." (6) she sees her study

as an attempt to encourage serious consideration of near-death

experiences by rerigion scholars and t.heologians, and hopes t.hat
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such an endeavor will narror^r the widening

study of relígÍon and popular religion in

writes :

gap between the

America today.

academic

She

!{e can no longer treat otherworld journey narration as a
cultural fossil, buried safely ín the past. V'Iith so many
people turning Lo near-death literature in the hope of gaining
insight into the meaning of death, theologíans and schorars of
religion have a responsibility to put this material into
historical perspective and to reflect on its ultimate
significance. To refuse the challenge to Ínterpret near-death
Literature is only to wíden the gap between academíc theology
and popular religious concerns. The result is a l-oss for both
sides; not only does the public lose the benefit of
historically informed discussion, but theorogy is deprived of
a potentially revital-izing connectíon to contemporary
experience. (7)

Zaleski's comparative study reveals numerous similarities
between medieval and modern near-death accounts. Both medieval and.

modern accounts, for instance, speak of "sudden exít from the body;

travel across tunnels, pathsr or fields; encounters with lumínous

guides and spirits; gIímpses of heavenly blíss; reluctant reentry
into life; and an aftermath of psychological and spíritual
transformation." (7) zaleskj- does not berieve, however, that
"these recurrent motífs...constitute a universal lexi-con', of
elements conìmon to all near-death experiences cross-culturally and

across tj-me. Rather, she suggests that many "of these areas of
similarity appear to be formal rather than substantial,. for when we

fíIl in the picture, supplying the emotional content and the
culturally specific features that make up a concrete visíonr wê

discover significant divergences. " (1BB)
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One of the most revealing points of comparison and contrast
between medieval and modern accounts concerns the encounter with
the guíde who functions "in both periods as a narrative expedient,

didactic instrument, guardian of the threshold, and psychopomp".

(l-BB) Much like the being of light in the modern accounts, the

medieval guide "is consistently portrayed as shining, splendid,

dressed ín dazzl-ing whíte robes." (53) rn the Vision of Drythelm,

for instance, Drythelm reports being guided "by someone of shining
countenance and bright appare1." (DrytheIm in Zaleski, 53)

However, whereas the modern guide "represents benevolent

parental acceptancer', the medieval guide "stands for hierarchícal
and feudal authority". (188) Zaleski notes of one medieval

near-death narrative:

By the time of the twelfth-century vision of Edmund, the monk
of Eynsham, the patronage relationshíp has taken on a
distinctly feudal cast; because the monk is a parishíoner ofSt. Nícho1as, the saint takes him by the hand and "ad.opts" himinto his heavenly entourage. Edmund addresses Nicholas as "myduke." Together they encounter the soul of a drunken
goldsmíth who has been rescued from perdítíon by the patronage
of Nichoras, as werr as the soul of a harlot who has been
saved because of her devotion to st. Margaret. This advocacyis presented ín explÍcitly feudar terms¡ âs protectíon in
exchange for service. (5a¡

ZaleskÍ concludes that the role of the guide "appears to be shaped

by cultural presuppositions about sociar and family structure,
judicial process, educati-on, and pastoral or psychorogical care of
souls." (189) Gregory the Great's "recipe for pastoral care

(arternating doses of fear and hope) ", for instance, ís crearly
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reflect,ed in the plight of Stephen who is caught between evil
demons who want to drag him down to heII, and good angels who

struggle to bring him into heaven. (30)

The review and judgment of deeds ís another element common to
both medieval and modern accounts, and is often associated ín

modern near-death accounts with the being of 1ight. ZaLeski notes

that "both medieval and modern narratives depict the revíew as an

Ínvoluntary projection of inner contents (thoughts, words, and past

deeds) onto an external stage." (l-30) Medieval near-death

accounts, unlike their modern counterparts, however, Iay great

emphasis on "obstacles and tests, puríficatory torments, and

outright, doom." (L89) Bridges, for instance, became places of
judgment where t,he fate of the traveler to the land of the dead was

determined in an often dramatic weighing of good and evil deeds.

In The DiaTogues of Gregory the Great, this encounter and weighing

of deeds takes the form of a struggle between good and evil
spirits:

In his atttempt to cross the bridge, Stephen's foot slipped,
and the lower half of his body was now dangling off the
brÍdge. Some hideous men came up from the river and grabbed
hím by the hips to puIl him down. At the same time, some very
splendid men dressed in white began to pull him up by the
arms. While the struggle went orr, with good spirits pulling
him up and eví1 spirits dragging him down, the one who was
watching all this was sent back to his body. So he never
learned the outcome of the struggle. (DiaLogues in Zaleski,
30)

fn modern account.s, t.he encounter with deeds oft.en takes the form

of an instantaneous panoramic, three-dimensional review of aII the
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often as

to judge

of love

who uses the memories, not

person about the importance

V'Ihen the light appeared, the first thing he said to me was
"What do you have to show me that youlve done with your
Iife?", or something to this effect. And that's when these
flashbacks started. I thought, "Gee, what Ís going on?",
because, all of a sudden, I was back early in my childhood.
And from then on, it was like I was walking from the time of
my early lifer on through each year of my lÍfe, rj-ght up to
the present....

The things that flashed back came in the order of my Iife,
and they rârere so vivid. The scenes were just like you walked
outside and saw them, completely three-dimensional, and in
color. And they moved. For instance, when I saw myself
breaking the toy, I could see all the movements. It wasn't
like r !,ras watching it arl from my perspective at the time.
It was like the little girl I saw was somebody else, ín a
movíe, one little gír1 among all the other chírdren out thereplaying on the playground. Yet, it was me. I saw myself
doing these thingsr âs a child, and they Ì^rere the exact same
things I had done, because I remember.

Now, r didn't actually see the right as r was going through
the frashbacks. He dísappeared as soon as he asked me what i
had done, and the flashbacks started, and yet r knew that he
was there with me the whol-e tíme, that he carried me back
through the flashbacks, because I felt his presence, and
because he made comments here and there. He was trying to
show me something in each one of the flashbacks. rt's not
Iike he was trying to see what I had done--he knew
already--but he was picking out these certain flashbacks of mylife and putting them in front of me so that r would have torecall them.

All through this, he kept stressing the importance of love.
The places where he showed it best invorved my sister; r have
always been very close to her. He showed me some ínstances
where r had been serfish to my sister, but then just as many
times where I had shown love to her and had sharèd wíth her.
He pointed out to me that r should try to do thíngs for otherpeople, to try my best. There wasn't any accusation in any ofthís, though. When he came across ti-mes when I had beenselfÍsh, his attitude was only that r had been learning from
them, too.

He seemed very interested in thíngs concerning knowledgre,
too. He kept on pointíng out things that had to do withlearning, and he did say that I Ì^ras going to continuelearning, and he said that even when he comes back for me
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(because by this time he had told me that I was goíng back)
that there will always be a quest for knowledge. He said that
ít ís a continuous processr so that I got the feeling that it
goes on after death. I think he was tryíng to teach me, as we
went through the flashbacks. (Moody, 65-68)

.fust as the account of Stephen reflects Gregory the Great I s

recipe for pastoral care, modern near-death reviews of deeds

reflect the methods of psychoanalysis where "the detached observer

stance and the reassuring presence of a nonjudgmental guide permit

most subjects to revive difficult memories without being wounded by

them. " (Zareski, l-30) Medieval and modern narratives of the
review of deeds also refl-ect the influences of different penal

codes:

hlhiLe the medieval sínner is hauled before the divíne tribunat
and summarily puni-shed, the modern sinner--or, rather,
misfit--ís rehabilitated. rn an even more forgiving metaphor,
contemporary visions substitute the notion of schoolj-ng for
that of criminal process. (131_)

The spirit worl-d of the twentieth century, with its emphasis on

optimism, education, and rehabilitation, reflects the concerns of
those who study and try to describe it in the same way that the
otherworrd of the nineteenth-century spirítualists mirrored

the progressíve causes with which many spi-ritualists andpsychícal researchers have been connected: prÍson, insane
asylum, and school reform; abolition; femÍnism; socialism;
Christian perfectionism; and other high-minded liberal
concerns have been validated by mediumístíc and clairvoyant
descrj-ptions of the ideal condítions of the spirit world.
(1-89)
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language people use to describe the spirit
and historíca1 influence. Near-death

a short history of attempts to reconcile the spírít worl-d with
the worl-d of Faraday, Maxwell, Darwin, and Einstein. Though
less inclÍned than spiritualism to localize the other world in
the outer atmosphere, modern narratives make similar use of
scientific vocabulary--energy, magnetísm, víbrations,
dimensíons, evolution--now supplemented by terms drawn from
relativity theory, quantum mechanics, and holography to update
the imaginative cosmology. (189)

In short, then, Zaleski's comparative study reveals that
near-death narratives are heavily influenced by the language and

cultural situation in whích they are formulated: "vj-sionaries of
our ol^tn age are no less free of cultural i-nfluence than those of
less pluralj-stíc eras." (1-90) This comparatíve approach reveals

that neither medieval nor modern near-death visions and narratives
paÍnt "a true picture of what occurs at the extreme border of
Life." (190) Rather, the otherworld journey story (and vision)
"is formed in conversatj-on with society, even if it takes place in
the solítude of the deathbed and in the private chamber of j-nner

experience . 'r (190 )

Zaleskí devotes the last section of her book to discussing her

own method for interpreting and understanding near-death visions
which concentraLes on their imaginatíve and symbolic character.
she presents her method as a middle path between the ext.reme

reductionj-sm of naturalistic explanations like those of Siegal, and

the at.itude that near-death experíences represent proof that life
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contínues beyond the grave.

Regardíng naturalistic explanations, Zaleski readily admits

that she would much rather locate ín this world the orj-gin of the

tunnels, brj-dges, and beings of light of near-death visions than to
assign them an objectíve reality in an alt,ernate plane of

exístence: "UnLess Occam's razor has dulIed, the responsíble

ínvestigator will search dilígently for natural explanations to
unusual phenomena. " (164)

Yet, though she acknowledges that the numerous natural
explanations can explain many elements in near-death visíons and

accounts, she rejects the strictly naturalistic approach, not onry

because it reduces near-death experiences to "electrícal and

chemical events in the brain, " (1,82) but also because natural
explanatj-ons can never explain near-death visions fulty: Even if
it is possible to account for every feature of near-death

experience under every condition in which ít occurs, the task of
interpretation remains unfínished. " (1-83)

Having demonstrated that the symbolic content of near-death

visions and narratives is heavily influenced by language and

culturer Zaleskj- also strives to avoid the "new reductíonísms of
social science" which stresses "the coerciveness of language and

cuLture at the expense of individual experience" and "faÍth in an

ultimate and objectíve truth. " (1"97 | L96t i-95) fndividual
experience of the divíne may be medíated through cultural and

linguistic idioms, but it is not reducible to these idioms.

Keeping this in mínd, Zareski sugqests that ít wourd be best
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"to consíder near-death vísions as works of the religious
imaginatJ-on, whose function is to communicate meaning through

symbolic form rather than to copy external facts." (l-87) Rather

than merely reflectíng objects in the outer world or neurons in the

brain as siegal wouLd have it, the symbols of near-death visions
provide "coherent patterns for dramatÍzing inner experiencê",

allowíng visionaries to express and act out inner experience in
concrete terms. (L921

Zaleski defines the term "religious imaginatj-on" as "the
capacity to create or to appreciate religious symbols." (l_9j_) By

symbol, Zaleskí means "an image or object that represents something

beyond itself" which at the same tíme "participates in the reality
which it represents. " (l-90-1-91-) This understanding of symbol

comes from the writings of PauI Tillich, among others, who sees a
symbol as particípatíng in the reality to which it points insofar
as ít acts as a conduít for the power and meaning of that reality.
To illustrate how a symbol not only points to, but also
participates in the po!ìrer of the thing to which it points, Til1ích
cites the example of a king:

The whore monarchíc idea is itself entirely incomprehensíble,
if you do not understand that the king ís ãlways botrr: on the
one hand, a symbol of the power of the group of which he isthe king and on the other hand, he who exercises partly (never
fuIly, of course) this power. (Ti1lich, 1959, 55)

Víewing the religious imagination as servingr

projective functíon, Zaleski suggests furthermore

almost a

that "the other
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$rorrd is the inner world projected on the stage of the imagined

cosmos." (193) Lest she should be accused of reductionism herself
in explaining away the other wor1d as a mere projection of the

religíous imagination into empty space, she notes that the symbols

of the religious imagination communicate some of the power of the

deeper reality in which they participate.
Thus, because the symbols in near-death visions transmit some

of the poü¡er of the deeper reality ín which they participate,
near-death visions are not reducible to simple culturally
determined manifestations with no reality outside the mj-nd of the
person who experienced them. Moreover, the symbols in these

visions participate in a deeper realÍty, the power they transmit
can completely transform an individual who encounters them on the
border between life and death and subsequently returns to the world
of t,he living. Throughout her book, Zaleski emphasizes that
near-death narratíves are in essence conversion accounts:

l{hat seems at fÍrst glance to be a visionary travelogue
descrj-bing for the curious the sights of an exotic
supernatural realm turns out to be the story of a conversion
experience; and, as we have seen, íts main purpose is to
communicate to others the new insights gained by the convert
(198)

Near-death accounts resemble

Zaleski, in two respects. First,
pattern, often beginning with an

long-standing enslavement to fear

narratives do, with an account of

conversion narratives, notes

they follow "the conversion

allusion t{t ',he protagoníst's

of death, and ending, as medieval

hís regenerated way of l-ife."
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(200) Second, and more importantly, both near-death and conversion

accounts emphasize how "inner transformation colors perceptions of
the outer wor1d. " (200')

The resemblance of near-death narratives to conversion

accounts is clearly vLsible in the book Return Erom Tomorrow by

George Ritchie who tells of the insights he gained into the nature

of sin, as well as of the profound transformation in hÍs

perceptions of the outer world granted to him by the experience of
nearly dying. Ritchie recounts leaving his body, flying across the

landscape to visit a small Louisiana town, and subsequently

returning to the army hospital where his lifeless body Iay.

Recognízing his own ring on the pallid corpse before him, he

realized with shock that he was dead, at which time the room filled
with an unearthly radiance emanating from a being Ritchie
identified as .Jesus Christ. Christ showed Ritchie several real-ms

of heII reserved for arcoholics, murderers, and sex perverts. one

realm of heIl was also reserved for suicides:

SeveraL times \,\re paused before similar scenes. A boy trailing
a teenaged girl through the corridors of a school. "I'msorry, Nancy ! " A middle-aged r¡roman begging a grey-haired man
to forgive her.

"V,rlhat are they so sorry for, Jesus?" I pleaded. "Why do
they keep talking to people who canrt hear them?"

Then from the light beside me came the thought: They are
suicjdes, chaíned to every consequence of their act. (58-59)

Ritchie's encounter with Christ was not limited to a lesson in
morarity, however, for it also profoundry transformed his whole

attitude toward eart.hly life and his rerations with others:
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Loving every person...this was the power that had kept a
man well in the face of every prj-vation. Tt was the power I
had first met ín a hospital room in Texas, and was learningr
little by 1ittle to recognize wherever He chose to shíne
through--whether the human vehicl-e r^ras ar^rare of Him or not.
( r.16 )

Zaleski herself cites William .Iames who notes of conversíon

experiences that a "sudden sense of inward íllumination can spi1l
over into the landscape, saturating it hrith beauty, 1iqht, ne\^rness,

vitality, and harmony." (Zaleski, 2OO) In her discussion of
Tillich's idea of a religious symbol as transmittíng the power of a

deeper reality, Zaleski does not, however, specify the exact nature

of this power and why it might be able to completery transform
individuals and their perceptions of the world.

In his book The Courage to Be, Tillich describes the power of
the deeper reality as the power of "being-itself. " Everything

"that is participates Ín beÍng-ítself, " but people encounter this
power most forcefully when they "experience the threat of
nonbeing. " (L56) rnsofar as people who come near death experience

the threat of nonbeing, they arso encounter, Tillich would say, the
power of being-itself which is at the same time the power to resist
nonbeing. rt is this power to resist nonbeing that tot.alry
transforms the individual by pouring over into that person's life
and perceptions. The power to resist nonbeing transmitted by the
symbols of near-death narrat.ives may also explain in part why

near-death stories are so popular in American societ.y: they give

meaníng to death by overcoming the fear of nonbeing with the power
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of being-itself.
Yet, though the symbols of near-death visions can transmit

enough power to totally transform an individual's perception of the

outer world, they do not., believes Zaleski, provide a true pict.ure

of the other world: "[Äle can intuit and be forever changed by a
higher reality, but we cannot apprehend or describe it in the

direct. and unequivocal manner in which we seem to know the objects

of ordinary experj-ence." (l-91) ZateskÍ holds such a posítion,
partly because she belíeves that people are simply "too
thick-headed, twísted, or frightened to see clearly." (191) More

importantly, she agrees with "countless philosophers and religious
thinkers" that "there is no sensory, imaginative, or intellectual
form capable of fu1ly expressing the transcendent." (l-9j-) Thus,

the only element of the higher reality we can perceive ís the power

of that reality t.ransmit.ted to us by the symbols of the religious
imagination. The symbols themselves are but reflections of things
on earth which serve to transmit the poü¡er of a deeper reality to
resist nonbeing.

To summarize thís section, zareski differs from Moody in
arguing that all the symbols and elements of near-death experiences

have theír origin in this world. on the other hand, she ínsists
that. near-death experiences are not determined t.otally by culture
because the symbols they contain transmit the power of a deeper

reality. Paul Tillich calls this power the "power to resÍst
nonbeing, " and it is t.his power which is responsibre for the

liberating and transforming effects of near-death experiences
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emphasized by Moody and the near-death researchers. Tillichrs
theory of religious symbolism provides a framework for describing
how visionaríes are related to the deeper reality through symbols,

and explains why contact with a deeper reality through the symbols

of near-death vísions is necessaríly liberating and transformative.

III. The Vísionary in Society: A Cross-Cultural Comparíson

While Zaleski's framework is useful ín explaining how contact
wtih a deeper reality Iíberates the individual from the fear of
death, it does not explain how the visionary imparts the liberating
pohrer of the deeper reality to t.he surrounding community. what

roles do near-death visionaries play in societ.y? How do their
accounts give meanJ-ng to death, and why are near-death accounts so

popular in American society today? cross-curtural comparison

between American near-death visionaries and shamans reveals that
both give meaning t.o death (and thereby liberat.e people who listen
to them) by representing it as a continuation of life, and by

describing the other world in familiar, concrete terms.

Modern near-death researchers, wi-th their scientific concern

for describing and speculating about the afterlife, are in many

htays descendant.s of the devotees of the American spiritualist
movement in t.he nineteenth century. rn an "age that wanted to
believe that its universe operated like an orderly machine", the
Amerj-can spiritualists drew on the methods of empirical science to
describe and explain mediumistic communication with t.he spiritual
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$¡orld. (Moore, 7) Though science in the eíghteenth century had

surpassed religion j-n its abílity to explain and make sense of the

natural worId, ít had very little to say about death. T¡rÏhat answers

religion had to offer sounded trite and superstitious to the many

adherents of the spiritualist movement thoroughly versed in the
methods and philosophy of science. Robert Moore notes:

To the highty educated, and to many Amerícans of conìmon sense,
a biblicar faith made little sense. They found no consorationj-n regular church attendance. Yet medical science had
not yet made much headway against the omnipresence of death.
The people who became ínterested in spiritualism Ì^rere
enthusíastic supporters of science, but they feared a science
without dírection and a worrd without meaning. They carred
spíritualism science, but Ít vras also a surrogate rerigion.
The spirit voices hrere all they had to keep them from
capitulating to the logic of nihilism. (Moore, 62)

Like their weLl-educated counterparts Ín the nineteenth

century, modern near-death researchers are profoundly unsatísfied
with the rationalistíc view of death which tacitly assumes that
"consciousness shares the same fate as that of the corpse. "
(siegar | 9r4) As Mircea Eliade has observed in his book Myths,

Dreams, and Mysteries, for many people "no ronger in any living
attachment to 'Judaeo-christianity", Deat.h ín the modern western

world has been "emptied of its religious meaning" and thus

"assÍmi-lated to Nothingness" before which "modern man is
paralysed. " (236)

The interest of near-death researchers in proving that there
is life after death is an attempt to find meaning in death, to show

that. death is not the end of conscious awareness, not Nothj-ngness,
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but a continuatíon of life and a ríte of passage to another mode of
existence. As Zaleski describes it, Moody and his colleagues are

constructing a ner^¡ mythos of what happens after death in the modern

plurali-stic world where traditional "Ì-mages no lonqer exert as

deeply formative an influence as they have in the past..." (l_TB)

The enormous popularity of near-death accounts in American

culture must stem in part from the desire to find meaning in life
in a society where death has come for many peopre to represent

Nothingness. How do near-death accounts make death meaningful?

what roles do near-death visionaries pray in the society around

them?

one way to explore the roles and importance of near-death

visionaries in American society is to compare them with similar
figures in other societies. rn many traditionar socíeties,
shamansr or medecine men, are the otherworld travelers par
exceTLence. unlike the modern visitor to the land of the dead

whose experience is limited to one brief sojourn, the shaman, by

entering an ecstatic trance in which his soul abandons his body to
visit the otherworld, "can die, and then return to rife, many

times." (Rjtes and symboTs, 95) The shaman's journeys to the

spirit world imbue him or her with great power to heal and sustain
individuals and the community as a whole, such that "the shaman

becomes a personal hierophany manifesting transphenomenal power. "

(Grím, 9) Through his or her contact with the spirít worrd, the
shaman gives meaning to earthly rife by connecting it with a

transcendent realit,y or wj-der who1e. Because of his ability to
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sustaj-n and revitalize the life of the community, as well as

because he lives both in this world and the world of the spirits,
the shaman is accorded profound respect and is regarded with no

little awe.

YeL, though American near-death visionaries typically visit
the land of t.he dead but once and do not command nearly the respect

as that accorded to shamans, they nevertheless resemble shamans in
significant respects. American visionaries, for instance, go

through stages very similar to those a person goes through in
becoming a shaman. The first stage in the process of becoming a

shaman is the "cafL from the spirits" in whÍch the shaman

traditionally becomes iII and in a dream is taken by famíIy spirit.s
to the ancestral spirit which is the "locus of cosmological power,,.

(Grim, 169-1-70) At this point, the budding shaman encounters

"numinous forces that cause a personal transformation" which

imparts "a ne!'¡ shamanic perception of reality." (Grim, L7rt 170)

The numinous encounter often Ís an encounter with light or being

radiat.ing light which, like all mystical encounters with the Iight,
"bring a man out of hÍs worldly universe or historical sj-tuation,
and project him into a Universe different in quality, an entirely
different worId, transcendent and hoIy." (Eriade, Two and the one,

76) This encounter is roughly eguivalent to the modern-day

visionary's encounter with the being of light which totally
transforms him or her by abolishing the fear of death and

transforming the way the visionary relates to t.he world and the
people around him or her.
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The second stage in the formation of a shaman is "sickness or
withdrawaJ- from previous actívities" whích incrudes "both psychic

and physicaL symptoms" which "convey the reactions of the shaman to
the numinous encounter." (Grim, 169, L72l Many of Moody's

visionaries also speak of a period of adjustment after the

experíence in which they longed to return to the otherworld:

"After r came back, r cried off and on for about a week because r

had to live in this world after seeing that one. I didn't want to
come back." (Moody, 84)

The final stage in the formation of the shaman is the

"emergence of the formed shanan" in which "the candidate comes out

of the dark period of sickness and withdrawal like a plant arising
from the soil." (Grim, 169, L'l6) The rnodern otherworld visionary
also usually succeeds ín readjusting to normal earthly rife and,

insofar as he or she imparts the transformative por^rer of insights
gained in the numinous encounter to others, emerges like the shaman

"as an integrated hearer." (Grim, L76) The modern visionary,
however, does not enjoy the great erevation in sociar status
imparted to Èhe shaman by hÍs journey to the world of the spirits.

Nevertheless, both shamans and modern otherworld travelers
manifest the fruits of the encounter with the numinous in their
everyday lives. Black EIk telts of saving hÍs people several tirnes

from death because of his precognitive visions of ensuing attacks,
and some of Moody's subjects report "faculties of íntuition
bordering on the psychic',:
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Following this experience, it al-most seemed as if I were
fíI1ed with a new spirít. Since then, many have remarked to
me that I seem to have almost a calming effect on them,
instantly, when they are troubled. And it seems that I am
more intune with people now, that I can pick up things about
them faster. (Moody, 9I-92)

Both shamans and modern otherworld travelers return with deeper

vision and insight into people's feelings and even j-nto the future.
Eliade notes that when the fglulik Eskimo shaman encounters

qaumaneq, meanj-ng "lightning" or "ilumination", he

"suddenly feels in his body, inside his head, within the
brain, an inexplicable searchlight, a luminous fire, which
enables him to see in the dark, both literally and
metaphorically speaking, for he can now, even with closed
eyes, see through darkness and perceive things and coming
events which are hidden from othersi thus they 1ook into thefuture and into the secrets of others." (Rasmussen ín Two and
the One, 22-23')

Like the shaman, the American otherworld traveler gives

meaning to death, not only by portraying death as a rite of passage

into a higher realm of existence, but also by making the land of
the dead a more familiar place. The bridges, streams, and people

in the afterworld connect existence on earth with existence in a

higher realm that becomes famíliar and understandabl-e as a result
of cont.aining many of the same objects and beings as life on earth.
Eliade not.es of the shaman:

It is a further result of his ability to travel in t.he
supernaturar worlds and to see the superhuman beings (gods,
demons, spirits of the dead, etc.) that. the shaman has been
able to cont.ribut.e decisivery to the knowledge of death. rn
all probability many features of "funerary geography, " as welr
as some themes of the mythology of death, are the resurts of
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the ecstatic experi-ences of shamans. The lands that the
shaman sees and the personages that he meets during his
ecstatic journeys in the beyond are minutely descríbed by the
shaman himself, during or after his trance. The unknown and
terrifying world of death assumes form, is organized in
accordance with particular patterns; finally Ít displays a
structure and, in course of time, becomes familiar and
acceptable. In turn, the supernatural inhabitants of the
world of death become visible¡ they show a form, dísplay a
personality, even a biography. Little by littIe, the world of
the dead becomes knowabl-e, and death itself is evaluated
primarily as a rite of passage to a spiritual mode of being.
In the last analysis, the accounts of the shamans' ecstatic
journeys contribut.e to "spiri-tualizing" Lhe world of the dead,
at the same time that they enrich it with wondrous forms and
figures. (L964, 509-l-0)

Through t.he ritual reenactment of his or her journey through

and experiences in the otherworld, "Lhe shaman is for the tribe a

vital link to those ineffable forces that are needed to transform

indivídua1 and communíty life." (Grim, 11) Black Elk, the Og1ala

Sioux shaman who had a great vj-sion in his childhood of reuniting
and revitalizing his people, tells that after he had reenacted his
vision before the entire conmunity,

it. seemed t.hat. I v¡as above the ground and did not touch it
when I walked. I felt very happy, for I could see that my
people were all happier. Many crowded around me and said that
they or their relatives who had been feeling sick r^rere all_
well again, and these gave many gifts. Even the horses seemed
healthier and happier after the dance. (Neihardt, 1"47)

Reenactj-ng his vision before his people healed and reinvigorated

not only t.he community as a whole, but Black Elk himself who

overcame the compelling fear inside him brought about by t.he dark

thunder clouds . (1,47)

Modern day near-death visionaries impart this transformative
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and healing power in the books they wríte on theír experiences, and

through the media to those peopre who rike the visionaries are

searching for meaning Ín death. Zaleski observes:

In short, the conversion depicted by contemporary
near-death literature coincides with and exempl-ifies its
overal-L didactic message: that one should not fear death,
that one should give up guilt and worries arrd live ín the
moment (the medieval momento mori t.ranslat.es today int.o "be
here no\d"), and that the key to life is 1ove, learning, and.
service. The one article of faith--and Ít is considered to be
a matter for experienced-based confidence rather than
hypotheticar or dogmatic credence--is that there is life after
death. On that single platform, enthusiasts of near-death
experience can raise an entire edifice of nonsectarian,
healthy-minded religion. By apparently providing empirical
vindication for rerigious hopes, near-death visíons rerease
the moral and emotional energy needed for transforming ones
life. ThÍs is a benefit. extended, perhaps in dilut.e form,
from the visionaries themserves to the vast. audience whom they
reach through the popular media. (L45)

Like shamans, American near-death visionaries thus give

meaning to death (and life) by describing the afterworld in
familiar terms which connect existence on earth with a continued

existence in a higher rea1m. Cross-cu1tural studies of near-death

and otherworld accounts promj-se to reveal much about near-death

experiences in America and the human encounter with death in many

cultures.

rv. New Directíons: Near-Death Erçeriences as Rítes of passage

One issue that still remains unresolved is how to interpret
t.he striking similarities t.he comparative studies of Zareski,
Moody, Pasricha and Stevenson, have pointed out between near-death

accounts. vlhat are we to make of the frequent (though not.
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universal) mention in the accounts of 1ight, fields, guides, and

dualistíc separation of body and soul? Could Moody be right that
there ís some universal, "core" experience of death that transcends

cul-tural and particularistic elements?

At this point, it seems that even tentative answers to this
questíon must wait untit more comprehensive comparatíve and

cross-cultural studies have been done on near-death experiences.

Furthermore' the work of Siega1 has already shown how similarities
between accounts can be used just as well to invatidate accounts as

to valídate them. In additionr âs Zaleski pointed out, tryíng to
fínd, as does Moody, a universal core experience of death that
transcends cultural and particularistíc elements necessarily faits
to respect the testÍmony of people who feel that they have actually
met .fesusr Mosest or Mohammed, (1271 Following Zaleskj-'s advice,

it might be more helpful "to view near-d.eath experience as a
composite of different experiences capable of being ínterpreted
separately'r rather than as a "unitary, coherent phenomenonf'. (1gO)

On the other handr near-death experiences must share something

in comrnon to be a defínable and unique phenomenon in the first
p1ace. One element near-death experiences hold in common is their
remarkable similarity in progression to rítes of passage. Arnold

van Gennep has defined rites of passage as "rites which accompany

every change of place, state, social positíon and age. " (Van

Gennep in Turner, L977, 94) He divídes all rítes of passage into
three phases: separatíon, marginality or limína1ity, and

reaggregation. Separation "comprises symbolic behavior signifying
the detachment of the individual or group. . . from an earlier fixed
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point in the social structure" and/or "from a set of cultural
conditions". (9a¡ The separation of the soul or spiritual body

from the physical body reported by a great many near-death

visionaries is a kind of symbolic detachment from corporeal

existence.

The following state of liminal-ity is an undefined, ambiguous

state, a state betwixt and between "that has few or none of the

attributes of the past or comíng state. " (Turner, L977 , 94 ) tne

term "near-death experience" itself implies an experience that
takes place not a.ft.e-E death, but in a state betwixt and between

life and death. Near-death experiences are not encounters wíth

death per se, but experiences that take place in a twilight realm

that Ís neither life nor death. Turner notes of people ín a

líminal state:

Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt
and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom,
conventj-on, and ceremonial. As such, their ambiguous and
indet.erminate attributes are expressed by a rÍch variety of
symbols in the many societíes that ritualize social- and
cultural transit.i-ons. Thus, liminality is frequently likened
to death, to being in the womb, to invisibility, to darkness,
to bisexuality, to the wilderness, and to an eclipse of the
sun or moon. (95)

fnsofar as liminality is often represented by death, it is not

surprising that near-death visions are replete \n/ith symbols of
liminality like the dark tunnel or road (a thing between two

defined places) and the bridge over the stream separating ]ife in
the afterworld from earthly life.

In the third and final phase of reaggregation or

reincorporation, the "passage is consunìmated" as the subject
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reenters the stable structure of society as a nehr person with new

obligations and relationships to the people around him or her.

(95) In the same $¡ay, the modern near-death visionary returns to
his or her body and subsequently to society and life on earth as a
new being whose view of death has been resacralized. The

near-death experience for the modern Amerícan visionary thus

resembles a rite of passage from which the visionary emerges with a

view of death, not as Nothingness, but as a rite of passage or

rebirth into a higher mode of existence to be experíenced right
here on earth.

The remarkable similarity of near-death visions to rites of
passage is evídent in the following account of a Saul-teaux Indian

who visíted the land of the dead in a dream he had while very sick:

I vras sick. f dreamed that I saw a road--not a very good
one--and I started to walk along ít. I could see my body
lying there as I left. When I had traveled along this road
for some distance T came to a rocky hilL. A voice saíd to me
lindicating by a gesture that the voice came from near hj-s
headl: 'rCan you see beyond this hill?" "Nor" t said. "WeII,r'l-l- show you what is there. " Then r courd see a beautiful
country beyond the hirr with a road through it. The g,rass and
trees l^Iere all green, there r^rere lots of flowers and it seemed
very bright there. Then the voice spoke to me again: ',Canyou go there?" I tried, but could not make it. The voice
saíd: "You're not ready to go there yet. you must go back
and prepare yourself" (that made me glad, I did not want to go
yet). So the voice pointed out another road, that led back
the way I had come, not the one I had traveled. I followed
this road. Finally I reached the place where my body üras.
But in the place I lay was a big fire--I had to go through
that. Then I lost my sensesf but woke up. (Hallowelt, l-53)

The account of this rndian, gathered by Hallowelr before L940 |

contains aL1 three stages of a rite of passage as described by van

Gennep. The d.eparture of the rndian from his body represents
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separation, the road and the hitl comprise the líminal state, and

reincorporation into this world is accomplished by going through

the fire to return to the body.

fn pointing out the stages of rites of passage present in

near-death visions, f am by no means suggesting that near-death

visions are somehow reducible to or derived from ritual-s and

elements in society. The fact that near-death visions are much

l-ike rites of passage does not irnply that they are reducj-ble to

their counterparts in society, but simply that they are

symbolícaIly connected to rites of passage in complex ways whích we

do not fully understand. Whether experienced internally as in near

death' or externally in the society, rites of passage from one mod.e

of being to another seem to ínvolve certain patterns and symbolic

forms which may underlie the remarkable similarities among

near-death experíences.

V. Conclusion

As this paper has emphasized, studying near-death experiences

properly requires a multifaceted approach. Near-death visions are

fírst and foremost sources of profound personal transformation and

liberation from the fear of death, but every individuar who

experiences them also berongs to and acts within society. The

liberating power of bel-ieving ín a higher reality requires us to
respect the right. of visionaries to believe in the reality of their
experiences, though such respect does not mean accepting near-death

accounts as proof or disproof of life after death.
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Paul Titlich's theory of relígious symbolism explains how

transformation withín the índividual comes about through the

encounter with the power of the deeper realíty as mediated by the

symbols of near-death vísions. Cross-cultural comparison of
near-death visionaries with shamans complements Tillichrs
theological framework by revealing how otherworld travelers impart

some of the Liberating power of their personal encounter with a

deeper reality to the people around them. Finalty, the simílarity
between near-deat,h experiences and rites of passage suggests that.

transformation, whether manlfested ín the context of inner

experience or in external socíety ín such things as initiation
rítes, j-nvolves a specífíed set of stages and accompanying symbolic

forms which may in part account for the extraordinary símilarity
among near-death vislons.
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